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LOVE GONE BAD. MURDER GONE WRONG. West Coast doctor Kenneth Stahl would do
anything to free himself from his wife Carolyn. Then Adriana Vasco—Kenneth's former
receptionist and mistress of nine years—obliged by introducing him to ex-con Dennis Earl
Godley. The deal was set. Godley would murder Carolyn for thirty-thousand dollars. On the
day after her 44th birthday, the trusting victim was lured to a lonely stretch of road. The deadly
rendezvous took a shocking turn. Not only was Carolyn gunned down with a .357 Magnum, but
Kenneth would also be killed. The hit man's getaway driver was the other woman, Adriana
Vasco. In a sensational trial, a tangled web of lies, sex, and betrayal unfolded as Adriana and
Dennis turned against each other...and Michael Fleeman tells the whole shocking story in his
true crime book Deadly Mistress.
Clint Adams, the Gunsmith, follows the trail of an unscrupulous extortionist from Nebraska to
Mandrake, Iowa, and into the middle of an all-out war between rival saloon owners. Original.
A murdered unpopular business owner. A small town with busybodies and open secrets. Can a
new girl in town start a new life before a murder investigation ends it? Tracy Adams had three
things going for her in her just-above-average boring life namely: 1. A good job 2. A good job...
that she liked 3. A good job that she liked... and paid VERY well When she lost her job and had
to move back to the small town where she grew up, it seemed like her life had lost all purpose.
Helping out at her aunt's floundering floral shop seemed like the perfect distraction before she
decided what to do next. When her aunt's competition, a nasty and egotistical know-it-all is
found dead, the rumor mill in Fern Grove goes into overdrive. With an important piece of
evidence linking Tracy to the scene of the crime, she becomes a person of interest in the
murder investigation. This leaves her feeling vulnerable and confused. Moving back to Fern
Grove was meant to be the start of a new life but this murder mystery is fast ending what has
hardly begun. Will she retain her wits and piece together the clues that will lead her to the
killer? If you want to enjoy a light-hearted read, with an amateur female sleuth and a gripping
murder mystery with a touch of romance, then you'll love Tracy Adams and all the friendly and
not-so-friendly characters in Fern Grove. No cliffhanger, swearing or graphic scenes! Buy
Carnation and Deadly Fixations to discover how events unfold in this cozy murder mystery.
The #1 New York Times–bestselling author introduces readers to “a great detective, a
detective’s detective,” New York cop Edward X. Delaney (Kirkus Reviews). New York Police
Department Captain Edward Delaney is called to the scene of a brutal murder. A Brooklyn
councilman was struck from behind, the back of his skull punctured and crushed with an
unknown weapon. The victim wasn’t robbed, and there’s no known motive. The commissioner
appoints Delaney to head up a clandestine task force, but soon this effort ignites an internecine
war of departmental backstabbing. Distracted by the serious illness of his wife, Barbara,
Delaney begins his secret investigation. Then the killer claims another victim—slain in the exact
same way, leaving the strange puncture wound. As more young men are found murdered,
Delaney starts putting the pieces together. Soon, he’s faced with a cop’s dilemma: He knows
who the killer is, but the man is untouchable. That’s when Delaney lays a trap to bring a
monster to justice . . .
Pamela Smart conspired with her teenage lover to kill her husband. This is her story—told by
the acclaimed true crime author of Cellar of Horror. Pam and Gregg Smart lived a seemingly
storybook existence, the newlyweds very much in love. All of this was shattered when Gregg
was senselessly shot to death in 1990. In the trial that followed, staggering revelations came
out as to the motive behind the killing: Pam Smart had seduced a fifteen-year-old boy into
murdering her husband. Master of true crime Ken Englade paints a portrait of a trial that
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gripped the nation in its scintillating tale of sex and murder. At its center is a woman who never
quite grew up, and the reason why she had her husband murdered is the most stunning twist.
“Ken Englade is one of the most astute observers of America’s wild side.” —Jack Olsen,
bestselling author of Salt of the Earth
A heart-pounding thriller where a secret admirer turns deadly in the name of protection They
Said It Was An Accident... Sawyer Dodd is a star athlete, a straight-A student, and the envy of
every other girl who wants to date Kevin Anderson. When Kevin dies in a tragic car crash,
Sawyer is stunned. Then she opens her locker to find a note: You're welcome. Someone saw
what he did to her. Someone knows that Sawyer and Kevin weren't the perfect couple they
seemed to be. And that someone—a killer—is now shadowing Sawyer's every move...
In July 2011, billionaire Jonah Shacknai's Coronado, California, mansion was the setting for
two horrifying deaths only days apart--his young son's plunge from a balcony and his
girlfriend's ghastly hanging. What really happened? Baffling questions remain unanswered.
Rule looks at the closed cases through the eyes of a relentless crime reporter. The second
probe began in Utah when Susan Powell vanished in a 2009 blizzard. Her controlling husband,
Josh, proved capable of a blind rage that was heartbreakingly fatal to his innocent young sons
almost three years later in a tragedy that shocked America as the details unfolded. If anyone
had detected the depth of depravity within Josh Powell, perhaps the family that loved and
trusted him would have been saved. In these and seven other riveting cases, Ann Rule
exposes the twisted truth behind headlined and little-known homicides and speaks for
vulnerable victims who relied on the wrong people.
The true story behind the murder of Daniel R. Seifert and the conviction of Mob boss Joey "the
Clown" Lombardo, three decades later.

"An inspiring and informative page-turner." –Walter Isaacson Longlisted for the
FT/McKinsey Business Book of the Year Award The authoritative account of the
race to produce the vaccines that are saving us all, from the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Man Who Solved the Market Few were ready when a
mysterious respiratory illness emerged in Wuhan, China in January 2020.
Politicians, government officials, business leaders, and public-health
professionals were unprepared for the most devastating pandemic in a century.
Many of the world’s biggest drug and vaccine makers were slow to react or
couldn’t muster an effective response. It was up to a small group of unlikely and
untested scientists and executives to save civilization. A French businessman
dismissed by many as a fabulist. A Turkish immigrant with little virus experience.
A quirky Midwesterner obsessed with insect cells. A Boston scientist employing
questionable techniques. A British scientist despised by his peers. Far from the
limelight, each had spent years developing innovative vaccine approaches. Their
work was met with skepticism and scorn. By 2020, these individuals had little
proof of progress. Yet they and their colleagues wanted to be the ones to stop
the virus holding the world hostage. They scrambled to turn their life’s work into
life-saving vaccines in a matter of months, each gunning to make the big
breakthrough—and to beat each other for the glory that a vaccine guaranteed. A
#1 New York Times bestselling author and award-winning Wall Street Journal
investigative journalist lauded for his “bravura storytelling” (Gary Shteyngart) and
“first-rate” reporting (The New York Times), Zuckerman takes us inside the topsecret laboratories, corporate clashes, and high-stakes government negotiations
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that led to effective shots. Deeply reported and endlessly gripping, this is a
dazzling, blow-by-blow chronicle of the most consequential scientific
breakthrough of our time. It’s a story of courage, genius, and heroism. It’s also a
tale of heated rivalries, unbridled ambitions, crippling insecurities, and
unexpected drama. A Shot to Save the World is the story of how science saved
the world.
With millions of dollars on the line, nothing will stop a ruthless gang, including the
murder of a U.S. Marshal and Special Ranger.
From the author of Above Suspicion: The “riveting” true story of Charles Stuart,
who murdered his pregnant wife and pinned the crime on a black man in 1980s
Boston (Kirkus Reviews). On October 23, 1989, affluent businessman Charles
Stuart made a frantic 911 call from his car to report that he and his seven-monthspregnant wife, Carol, a lawyer, had been robbed and shot by a black male in the
Mission Hill neighborhood of Boston. By the time police arrived, Carol was dead,
and the baby was soon lost as well. The attack incited a furor during a time of
heightened racial tension in the community. Even more appalling, while the
injuries were real, Stuart’s story was a hoax: He was the true killer. But the
tragedy would continue with the arrest of Willie Bennett, a young man Stuart
identified in a line-up. Stuart’s deception would only be exposed after a shocking
revelation from his brother and, finally, his suicide, when he jumped into the
freezing waters of the Mystic River. As the story unraveled, police would put
together the disturbing pieces of a puzzle that included Stuart’s distress over his
wife’s pregnancy, his romantic interest in a coworker, and life insurance fraud. In
an account that “builds and grips like a novel” (Kirkus Reviews), New York
Times journalist Joe Sharkey delivers “a picture of a man consumed by naked
ambition, unwilling to let anyone or anything get in his way” (Library Journal).
Revised and updated, this ebook also includes photos and a new epilogue by the
author.
The author of the National Book Critics Circle Award-winning Medical Apartheid
examines the questionable legal, ethical and social aspects of how the
pharmaceutical industry and other powerful interests have received patents for
body tissues excised during surgery to further what the author believes to be
commercial purposes.
“Wiehl’s experience as a former federal prosecutor gives the narrative an
authenticity in its depiction of the criminal justice system. Henry’s expertise in
writing mysteries and thrillers has placed her on the short-list for the Agatha,
Anthony, and Oregon Book awards. The coauthors’ . . . fast-paced detective
series will keep legal thriller readers and John Grisham fans totally engrossed.”
—Library Journal A prosecutor of violent criminals. A detective on a dangerous
beat. When these two pros take on an off-the-books case, the line between
professional and personal becomes perilously blurred. When a twenty-two-yearold convict walks into the courtroom, his eyes confirm what Mia Quinn already
guesses: he blames her for his conviction. In seconds, he knocks her to the
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ground and holds a razor blade to her throat. While she manages to escape
without injury, it's just one more reminder that Mia's job prosecuting Seattle's s
most dangerous criminals is far from low risk. As a single mom, the last thing Mia
wants is for her work to follow her home or discover that it already has. Now
Detective Charlie Carlson is suggesting the very thing Mia doesn't want to
believe—that her accountant husband’s deadly car accident was no accident at
all. When Mia and Charlie encounter resistance to reopening the case, they take
the investigation into their own hands. And they find much more than they
bargained for. Was Mia's husband more than an accountant . . . and less than an
honest man? As the truth becomes more shocking and the case grows more
complex, her husband's killers take note of Mia . . . and her children. How far will
this prosecutor go to learn the truth about her husband—and how far will she have
to go to protect her family?
A gripping study of mass murder at the University of Iowa analyzes the tragic
events of November 1, 1991, to examine why a Chinese graduate student killed a
fellow student, three faculty members, and a university associate vice-president,
before killing himself.
When she investigates the death of her best friend and coworker, Colleen, and its
connections to the murder of another Seattle prosecutor four years earlier, Mia
Quinn finds that many people could have wanted Colleen dead.
Librarian Lucy's wedding is at stake when a murder interrupts her engagement
celebrations. To make it down the aisle, she'll have to find the killer to save the
date in the 8th book in the Lighthouse Library mysteries. They're getting married!
Lucy Richardson and Connor McNeil have announced their engagement. Their
friends throw a party for the couple at Coquina Beach, close to Lucy's beloved
Bodie Island Lighthouse Library. As they're packing up the presents and the (few)
leftovers from Josie's Cozy Bakery, who should arrive, but Richard Eric Lewiston
III, Lucy's former almost-fiancé and his overbearing mother Evangeline. Push
comes to love when Evangeline makes no secret of why she's here: to get Lucy
and Ricky back together. Lucy isn't temped in the least, and Ricky is nothing but
embarrassed at his mother's desperate ploy. Before returning to Boston
Evangeline throws a dinner party at Jake's Seafood Bar for a reluctant Lucy and
her family. Lucy hopes to get the dinner over with and see Evangeline and Ricky
returning to Boson. But when a body is found at the restaurant's kitchen door,
Lucy is again forced to unwillingly put on her detective's hat and do what she can
to save her family and her engagement. Meanwhile, the classic novel reading
club is reading The Hound of the Baskervilles, and open war breaks out in the
Lighthouse Library when Lucy agrees to temporarily take care of a dog named
Fluffy, but Charles the library cat has other ideas.
A twisty tale reminiscent of Jane Austen—with a dash of murder—Cindy Anstey's
Deadly Curious is perfect for fans of Kerri Maniscalco and Agatha Christie. Some
secrets are better left buried... 1834. Sophia Thompson wants nothing more than
to be one of the famed Bow Street Runners, London's most elite corps of
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detectives. Never mind that a woman has never before joined their ranks—and
certainly never mind that her reclusive family has forbidden her from pursuing
such an unladylike goal. She gets the chance to prove her capabilities when an
urgent letter arrives from her frantic cousin Daphne, begging Sophia to come look
into the suspicious death of Daphne's brother. As Sophia begins to unravel the
tangled threads of the case—with the help of a charming young policeman—she
soon realizes that the murderer may be even closer to her family than she ever
suspected.
When Kathie Durst vanished in 1982, her friends implicated her husband, Robert
Durst, son of a New York real estate magnate. To no avail. Then nearly twenty
years later, Durst, an heir to a two-billion-dollar empire, was being sought in
connection with two murders. Written by the first journalist to access Durst's
NYPD files, and based on in depth interviews, A Deadly Secret is a headlinemaking true crime book that recounts a story far from over.
Deadly Thirst is the true story of four-year-old foster child Andy Setzer, who was
murdered in Perris California August 2, 1999. Deadly Thirst follows Andy from
conception to burial and reveals, in riveting investigative style, the series of
deadly blunders that led Riverside County Child Protection officials to herd him
into a one-way slaughter chute of foster care and straight into the hands of death.
Andy's story is a frightening journey into the grim, dark side of foster care. The
author paints a gripping psychological portrait of Andy's killer, Theresa Barroso
and her morass of lies as she strives to place the blame solely upon her
withdrawn and mentally challenged husband. Equally compelling is a behind-thescenes look into the investigation that revealed Barroso's habitual need to vent
her anger on a defenseless child. The sensational courtroom drama is
undeniably graphic, an absolute page-turner, resulting in a verdict that will shock
even the most ardent readers of chilling true-crime. Includes thirteen pages of
evidentiary documents and crime scene photos.
Discusses the advantages and disadvantages of running a family business, and
describes the special problems that can confront them
ATF Special Agent Eric Miller and his explosives detecting K-9, Tiger, pull over a
truck, the contents of which are explosive. Literally. More shocking, the driver is
the kid brother of a woman he left behind. One who still haunts his days and his
nights. They’d never so much as kissed, but Tess McTavish never forgot the
handsome, dangerous agent who vanished in a shroud of mystery. Now the last
thing she needs is an ATF agent with his own agenda. Doesn’t matter that Tess
and her brother are innocent. If Eric learns the truth of their past, they’ll never be
free. Eric’s drive for revenge against the man who targeted him and his
colleagues in a deadly explosion still burns hot inside him. Another bomb is about
to be detonated and he’s sure there’s a connection between that man...and
Tess’s family. But Eric and Tiger will do everything they can to protect the
woman he’s falling for from what’s coming... Each book in the Federal K-9
series is STANDALONE: * Lock 'N' Load * Armed 'N' Ready * Dark 'N' Deadly *
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Trap 'N' Trace
Drug lord Alexander Fitzpatrick has not been seen in ten years, but a recent
murder leads DI Anna Travis to suspect he may still be active.
While walking her poodle, Olivia Limoges discovers a dead body buried in the
sand. Could it be connected to the bizarre burglaries plaguing Oyster Bay, North
Carolina? At every crime scene, the thieves set up odd tableaus: a stick of butter
with a knife through it, dolls with silver spoons in their mouths, a deck of cards
with a missing queen. Olivia realizes each setup represents a cliché. And who
better to decode the cliché clues than her Bayside Book Writers group?
A prosecutor of violent criminals. A detective on a dangerous beat. When these
two pros take on an off-the-books case, the line between professional and
personal becomes perilously blurred.If the hours don't kill you, the accused just
might.Mia Quinn is a Seattle prosecutor working on high profile cases in the
Violent Crimes unit while juggling the impossible demands of single parenthood.
Her husband, Scott, was killed in a car crash that homicide detective Charlie
Carlson now believes was no accident. Charlie's instincts and professional record
make it impossible for Mia to refute the evidence she'd rather not believe.When
the powers that be refuse to reopen the case, it's up to Mia and Charlie to
investigate, all the while trying to deny a growing attraction between them. Was
her accountant husband really in league with nefarious criminals And who is the
young woman whose photo they find on his computerUncovering the truth may
hurt Mia in more ways than one.
With the revelation and capture of the killer creature; Charles, Elsa and the other
survivors anticipate leaving the island and putting their deadly and terrifying
vacation behind them. In an unfortunate incidence, the cunning creature
escapes, sets out for vengeance and blood. The group is once again thrown in to
a frenzied fight for their lives. The killings resume, and it is left up to Charles to
remove the deadly threat to them all once and for all. He and Elsa's relationship
has escalated; and as he prepares for battle, he is determined to survive to be
with his one true love.In a final confrontation between Charles and the creature, a
startling secret is revealed about Elsa's past; one that will change the couples
lives forever, if they survive. The final battle ensues. Will Charles be the hero? Or
will he and Elsa's love affair end on the island, along with their lives?
In this #1 New York Times bestseller, Catherine Crier, a former judge and one of
television's most popular legal analysts, offers a riveting and authoritative
account of one of the most memorable crime dramas of our time: the murder of
Laci Peterson at the hands of her husband, Scott, on Christmas Eve 2002.
Drawing on extensive interviews with key witnesses and lead investigators, as
well as secret evidence files that never made it to trial, Crier traces Scott's bizarre
behavior; shares dozens of transcripts of Scott's chilling and incriminating phone
conversations; offers accounts of Scott's womanizing from two former mistresses
before Amber Frey; and includes scores of never-before-seen police photos,
documents, and other evidence. The result is thoroughly engrossing yet highly
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disturbing -- an unforgettable portrait of a charming, yet deeply sociopathic, killer.
Investigative reporter Jillian Carter knows it's time to put the past to rest. She's
tired of looking over her shoulder, letting a killer go free. She's no longer the
scared kid who changed her name and disappeared. Now, no matter what the
cost, Jillian must do what she is trained to do--ferret out the truth and expose it.
Senator Frank Hoffman committed murder ten years ago--and Jillian watched it
happen. Didn't she? Not even the enigmatic and attractive Colton Brady, her exboyfriend and nephew of the killer, will be able to make her leave this alone. Get
ready for the spine-tingling, nail-biting conclusion to an explosive series.
A compulsively readable psychological thriller set in New York and at Oxford
University in which a group of six students play an elaborate game of dares and
consequences with tragic result It was only ever meant to be a game played by
six best friends in their first year at Oxford University; a game of consequences,
silly forfeits, and childish dares. But then the game changed: The stakes grew
higher and the dares more personal and more humiliating, finally evolving into a
vicious struggle with unpredictable and tragic results. Now, fourteen years later,
the remaining players must meet again for the final round. Who knows better
than your best friends what would break you? A gripping psychological thriller
partly inspired by the author's own time at Oxford University, Black Chalk is
perfect for fans of the high tension and expert pacing of The Secret History and
The Bellwether Revivals. Christopher J. Yates' background in puzzle writing and
setting can clearly be seen in the plotting of this clever, tricky book that will keep
you guessing to the very end.
Recalling his childhood encounter with a cougar on his family farm, the author of
The Red Hourglass describes the life-long obsession with dangerous animals
that prompted his amateur studies with virtually all dangerous creatures, from
sharks and bears to alligators and spiders.
Formerly published as Where Hope Begins, this book is now published under the
title Deadly Devotion. For decades, the family of Marcus Wesson—his wife,
Elizabeth, and seventeen children—lived sequestered in a social and emotional
prison, enduring his tyrannical reign of physical, sexual, and mental abuse. Then
came the terrible day when a family confrontation erupted into a harrowing
standoff: with police and SWAT teams descending on a small blue house in
central Fresno, Marcus Wesson murdered nine of his children. Television
reporter Alysia Sofios got the first tip about Wesson’s arrest and was witness to
every twist and turn of the horrific case through to Wesson’s trial. Risking her job
and her life to offer friendship and support to the traumatized family
members—scarred by memories and guilt, reviled for having the Wesson
name—Sofios chronicles the case that shocked the nation, and gives voice to their
astounding stories of survival. This is a stunning account of healing from one
man’s unimaginable acts, and how each, in time, learned to break free from a
deadly devotion.
On September 28, 2000, former Indiana State Trooper David Camm made a
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frantic call to his former colleagues in the state troopers office: He'd just walked
into his garage, and found lying on the floor the bodies of his 35-year-old wife,
Kim, and their two children, Brad and Jill, ages 7 and 5. This was the kind of
crime that could tear the heart out of a community. The Camm's lived the
American Dream. They had what seemed like a loving marriage, a nice little
house with a white picket fence, and two adorable children. To top it all off, David
Camm was a pillar of the community who had dedicated his career to the
enforcement of the law and the sanctity of human life. Then, this happened.
Three days later, it got worse when police arrested David Camm for the triple
murder. Soon, new stories started emerging: stories about mistresses and violent
bursts of temper. And as the ugly truth about the Camms' marriage got uglier and
the evidence against David started piling up, two families-and the community at
large-took positions at opposite sides of a yawning and bitter divide. Was David
Camm a dedicated, conscientious public servant-the victim of unspeakable
tragedy, railroaded by an unfair system? Or was he a cold-hearted murderer who
earned his three murder convictions and every one of the 195 years behind bars
to which he was sentenced? Investigative journalist John Glatt finds out in this
gripping new book.
Having your motion sensor alarm triggered at two in the morning is never a good
thing-especially if you have a target on your back.Emily Bennett is tired of
traveling around the world and chasing story after story as an investigative
journalist. She is tired of living-as her parents have always said-recklessly.Now
that she is a successful murder-mystery writer, she thinks it is time to try and lead
a normal life.Time to settle down and live life quietly.And she is doing just that-in
the picturesque beach town of Anchorville, Oregon.But two weeks after moving
into her beautiful new home, a man triggers her motion sensor alarm at two in the
morning.Minutes later, she is in the living room-a gun in hand-facing down the
intruder.An intruder who is supposed to be dead.Emily wants answers.
Unfortunately, Alexander Lewis doesn't have any. He has lost his memory and is
more confused about the situation than she is.Emily doesn't know what to do.
She is supposed to be done with being reckless. She can't possibly let Alexander
stay, especially not when she suspects his aunt may be a murderer ...
right?*Previous published as Home To You by Trisha Grace
Based on interviews with victims, investigators, and the people who sell counterfeits,
"Knockoff" reveals the link between what we see as innocent fakes and organized crime.
An autobiographical drama in which an innocent man paid his reputation and nearly his life for
almost twenty years, Deadly Roses by Marvin Marable is a shocking tale of what happens
when officials follow the wrong leads and guilty men have the means to cover their tracks and
flee the country. Set between Atlanta and Palm Beach, the author's life was sent into turmoil
soon after his divorce. Two weeks after his divorce was finalized, his ex-wife's best friend was
murdered. While there wasn't compelling evidence to indict or arrest Marable in the deadly
1987 slaying, he was intensely scrutinized as a suspect. The aftermath of the extensive
investigation, involving the FBI, the U.S. Attorney's Office, the Georgia Bureau of Investigation,
and the Atlanta Police, changed his life as well as his sense of security and justice. Unable to
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refute statements made against him upon the advice of counsel, Marable struggled for two
decades until he ultimately became a witness for the prosecution. Visit the author's website
www.deadlyroses.com.
In this brilliant and gripping medical detective story. Richard Rhodes follows virus hunters on
three continents as they track the emergence of a deadly new brain disease that first kills
cannibals in New Guinea, then cattle and young people in Britain and France -- and that has
already been traced to food animals in the United States. In a new Afterword for the
paperback, Rhodes reports the latest U.S. and worldwide developments of a burgeoning global
threat.
Describes how David Anderson and Alex Baranyi, best friends and teenage high-school
dropouts in the affluent suburban town of Bellevue, Washington, lured former schoolmate Kim
Wilson to her death and then massacred her mother, father, and younger sister. Original.
The #1 New York Times bestseller from the author of Killers of the Flower Moon In 1925, the
legendary British explorer Percy Fawcett ventured into the Amazon jungle, in search of a
fabled civilization. He never returned. Over the years countless perished trying to find evidence
of his party and the place he called “The Lost City of Z.” In this masterpiece of narrative
nonfiction, journalist David Grann interweaves the spellbinding stories of Fawcett’s quest for
“Z” and his own journey into the deadly jungle, as he unravels the greatest exploration
mystery of the twentieth century.
As Britain prepares for an imminent invasion, the murder of a celebrated Arctic explorer leads
to the discovery of a web of Nazi spies on the south coast. July, 1939. Newlywed Olivia Denis
Redmond plans to spend a peaceful honeymoon in the country before war rips her soldier
husband away. But when she finds a dead body in the midst of a blackout, Olivia is drawn into
the investigation. Since the police inspector isn't interested in clues pointing to espionage and
blackmail, Olivia must unlock secrets hidden for years in this idyllic village and face the wrath
of an unseen enemy. As danger stalks her, can Olivia expose a cunning killer before she
becomes the next victim?
A new series from award-winning author Beth Groundwater The Arkansas River, heart and
soul of Salida, Colorado, fuels the small town's economy and thrums in the blood of river
ranger Mandy Tanner. When a whitewater rafting accident occurs, she deftly executes a
rescue, but a man dies anyway. Turns out, it wasn't the rapids that killed him—he was
murdered. Tom King was a rich land developer with bitter business rivals, who cheated on his
wife, refused to support his kayak-obsessed son, and infuriated environmentalists. Mandy's
world is upended again when tragedy strikes closer to home. Suspicious that the most recent
death is connected to Tom King's murder, Mandy goes on an emotionally turbulent quest for
the truth—and ends up in dangerous waters. Praise: "Groundwater kicks off a new series that
combines outdoor action with more than a modicum of old-fashioned detection."—Kirkus
Reviews "With a fresh locale and a spunky if at times too emotional heroine, this is a promising
new series by the author of the gift-basket designer Claire Hanover mysteries (A Real Basket
Case)."—Library Journal "Readers who enjoy fast-moving stories and wilderness environments
will keep turning the pages of this promising series debut."—Booklist "The amiable cast, along
with Groundwater's fascinating firsthand knowledge of rafting, makes this a series worth
watching."—Mystery Scene "An entertaining read...[Deadly Currents is] a classic and wellwritten murder mystery, you won't be able to put it down."—Colorado Country Life
"Groundwater's novel is filled with river lore, vivid descriptions, and loving depictions of the
varied characters who make up the tight-knit community."—Alfred Hitchcock Mystery Magazine
"A remarkable book by an author who clearly knows and loves her territory. Don’t miss
it!"—William Kent Krueger, New York Times bestselling author "Comes rushing at you from the
first page like roiling whitewater, and culminates in a riveting climax that lives up to this book's
name. If you like outdoor adventure and gripping characters, this one's a must-read."—Sandi
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Ault, Mary Higgins Clark and WILLA Award-winning author of the Wild Mystery Series "A heartracing debut with as many twists and turns and unexpected upsets as a ride through the rapids
itself."—Margaret Coel, author of The Silent Spring
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